OBSTRUCTIONTHEORY OF PRINCIPAL FIBRE BUNDLES
BY

ALBERT T. LUNDELL(')
Introduction.
The object of this paper is the computation of higher obstructions to cross-sections of -a principal fibre bundle £=(E, p, B, G, G),
in terms of the Postnikov invariants of the fibre. This calculation can be
carried out explicitly in the case where G is a connected countable CW-group
and 73 is a locally finite simplicial polyhedron, modulo the usual difficulties
in computing the Postnikov invariants.
In a research announcement,
Hermann [9] describes a method for computing higher obstructions
to a cross-section for a general fibre space
(E, p, 73, F), in which he makes use of the Moore-Postnikov
decomposition of
the fibre space. For a countable CW-group G, there is a (finite) Postnikov
system in which each space is a countable CW-group and the maps are continuous homomorphisms.
This fact leads to a construction which is "dual"
to that of Hermann in the sense that certain fibre maps in Hermann's construction are replaced by inclusion maps. The fibre spaces in this decomposition are all principal fibre bundles with the terms of the Postnikov system of
G as the fibre. It is due to the additional structure of a principal fibre space
that our computation
is feasible. While Hermann's method requires that G
have relatively "nice" homotopy groups for effective computation, the method we describe works for any (finitely generated)
homotopy
groups. An
example at the end of §6, in which we consider a principal S'-bundle, illustrates the difference between Hermann's work and ours. We suspect that the
simpler formulae obtained by our method in this case is typical of the difference which would result on application of the two methods to an arbitrary

principal bundle.
The first five sections of this paper give preliminary results and constructions, and the main results occur in §6. In the last three sections, we give
applications to bundles whose fibre is SO(n), U(n), and Sp(n), and in the
case of SO(n), «^5, and U(n), we are able to calculate the second and third
obstructions.
In some special cases, we are able to relate these higher obstructions to certain characteristic
classes of the bundle.
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor W. S.
Massey for many valuable discussions during the preparation of this paper.

1. Definitions and conventions. A fibre space is an ordered quadruple
£ = (E, p, 73, F), where E, 73, and F are topological spaces and p: E—>73is a
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continuous
function, such that the following "local triviality"
condition
holds: for each point xQB there is a neighborhood
U of x and a homeomorphism <t>uof UXF on p~l(U) with the property that p<t>u(y,z) =y for (y, z)
QUXF. E, B, and F are the total space, base, and fibre, respectively, and
p is the projection of £ = (£, p, B, F). A principal fibre space £= (£, p, 5, G)
is a fibre space where the fibre G is a topological group and for which'there
exists a continuous function p: GXE—>£ (we denote p(g, x) by g-x) such that
if 0t/: tVXG—>p-1(/7) is a homeomorphism defining local triviality as above,

if 6E U and g, g'QG, then g'-<pu(b,g) =<pu(b, g'-g), and such that
(i) g-x = x if and only if g = e, the identity of G for xQE,
(ii) g'- (g-x) = (g'-g)-x for g, g'EG and xQE.
A cross-section of a fibre space £ = (£, p, B, F) is a continuous function
/: B-+E such that p/(6) =6 for all 6E#. Two cross-sections/o, f\\ B—*E are
homotopic if and only if there is a continuous function A: BXI—*E such that

A(6,0)=/o(6), A(6,l)=/i(6), and pA(6,t) = b for 6E-B and QStSl.
If ¿= (£, p, 5, F) is a fibre space and <f>:
B'^>B is a map, then 0-1(£) will
denote the induced fibre space [6, Exposé 6].
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the base space B is a locally
finite connected simplicial polyhedron. B" will denote the ra-skeleton of B. We
will also assume that the fibre F is connected and is ra-simple in all dimensions.
We will use the singular homology theory, and if no coefficients are mentioned, we will assume they are in the integers. The group of integers will be
denoted by Z, and the group of integers (mod ra) by Z„.

2. Fibre subspaces. Let £ = (£, p, B, F) and £' = (£', p', B, F) be fibre
spaces over the same base B. We say that £' is a fibre subs pace oí £ provided
E'QE, the inclusion /: £'—>£ satisfies pj = p', and for each xQB there is a

neighborhood

U of x and a homeomorphism

of pairs <pv'.(UXF,

-*(P~l(U), P'~l(U)) such that p<¡>u(y,z) =y for (y, z)QUXF.
spaces (£, £') will consist of a fibre space
is a pair over the base B, and if <p:A-+B
pair over .4 called the induced pair, and
is an inclusion map, we will write (£, £')a

UXF')

A pair oí fibre

£ and a fibre subspace £'. If (¿, £')
is a map, then (t£_1(£), </>-1(£')) is a
will be denoted by <Ê-I(£>£')• If <t>
= (¿a, £Á). For notational purposes,

£a = (Ea, pA, A, F) and £'a = (£¿, P'a,-.4, £')• This notation holds throughout
this section.
We will need the following form of the covering homotopy

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let £= (£, p, B, F) be a fibre space, let X be locally compact
and paracompact, and let A be a closed subset of X. Suppose f: X-+E and
A: XXI—*B are suck that pf=h\XX
{o}. Suppose further that there is a "par-

tial lifting" of h on A, i.e., a map hi': AXl—*E such that ph' = h\AXl and
h'\Ax{o}=f\A.
Then there exists a map h: XXI-+E such that ph = h,

h\Xx{0)=fandh\AXl

= h'.
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The proof requires a trivial modification of the proof of the covering
homotopy theorem given by Cartan [6, Exposé 8]. We suspect, but have not
proved, that this theorem holds without the assumption of local compactness.
The following corollary gives a covering homotopy theorem for pairs of
fibre spaces.
Corollary
2.2. Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces over the base space 73,
let X be locally compact and paracompact, and let A be closed in X. Suppose

f: (X, A)^>(E, E') and h: XXI->B are maps such that pf=h\Xx{o}.
Then
there exists a map Jt: (XXI,AXT)—>(E, E') such that h\ X X {o} =fandph" = h.
Proof. First apply the usual covering homotopy

theorem in £' to obtain

h'-.AXI-*E' such that ph' = h \ A XI and h' \ A X {0} =/| A. An application
of Theorem 2.1 completes the proof.
The propositions of this section have to do with homotopy and homology
properties of a pair of fibre spaces, which will be used in our theory of obstructions to cross-sections and in some applications of this theory.
Lemma 2.3. Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces, and let j: E—>E' be the inclusion map. Let AEB with inclusion k:A^>B, and let (£A, £'a) be the induced
pair. Then for each integer m —2, the inclusion k: (Ea, E'a)—>ÍE, E') induces
an isomorphism onto
fa: TmiEA, Ea') —»irm(£, E'),
and there is a direct sum decomposition

Proof. Consider

0

the commutative

7rm(£, E'A) «57rm(E, £0+^^(73,

A).

diagram:

0
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where the diagonal sequences are portions of the exact homotopy sequences
of the triples (£, £', E'A) and (£, EA, E'A). Since pj = p' and p* and p* are
isomorphisms onto, these sequences break up into sequences of length three
and j* is an isomorphism onto, as shown in the diagram.

If xEirm(£x, E'A) and 0 = £*(x) = A*A*(x), then A*(x)=/*(y), and J*(y)
=j*i* (y) =/*' A*(x)=0, so y = 0. But then A*(x)=0, which implies A* is oneto-one, because A* is one-to-one.
If xEirm(£,
£'), then x = A*'(y). Since /♦'(y) =j*(z) =/*'/*(z),

y-j*(z)

= k*(w). But k*(w)=k* A*(w)= A*(y—/*(z))=A* (y)=x, and h is onto.
The statement

about the direct sum decomposition

follows from a lemma

of Eilenberg and Steenrod [8, p. 32].
Corollary
2.4. // (£, £') is a pair of fibre spaces, then for each integer m ^ 2,
the inclusion i: (F, F')—>(E, £') induces an isomorphism onto
H-.vm(F,F')Zvm(E,E').

Proof Take A —{x} for xQB, and apply the lemma.
Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces such that (F, F') is w-simple, i.e.,
vi(F') operates trivially on irm(F, F'). Then by the use of Corollary 2.2, we
are able to define operations of vi(B) on 7rm(£, F') entirely analogous to the
usual operations of vi(B) on the homotopy groups of the fibre induced by
"translating
the fibre around a curve." Specifically,
let a: (am, ¿m, z0)
—*(F, F', yo) be a mapping of the oriented rai-cell which represents the element
äQvm(F, F', y0), let£<,0: (F, F')-*(£> £') be an admissible map, let Xo= £0o(yo),
and let p: (tr1, à1)—*(B, bo) be a map representing
pQvi(B,
60). Then
|i,0a: (arm, <rm,z0)—>(£, £', x0) and p£&0(y) =60 for all yQF.

h:amXl-+B

Define

a homotopy

by A(z, í) =p(¿),and use 2.2 to lift to a homotopy h~p:(<rmXl,àmXI)

->■(£, £') such that p^p = A and hf\<TnX{0\ =£6„a. Then pl„(z, l)=p(l)=60,
so Äp|cr"'X {l} : (om, cr™,z„)^(p-1(6o), p'~+(bo), *t), where *1 = Äp(z0, 1). Thus
/3 = ¿¿¿1AP|crmX {1} defines an element of vm(F, F, yi), where yi = £¿¡1(xi). The
proof that this element depends only on the homotopy classes of a and p
is the same as usual. Since (F, F') is m-simple, we may disregard base points
in (F, F') and write p o ä = ß, where ßQvm(F, F') is the homotopy class of ß.
In the usual manner, we prove that "o" is an operation of vi(B) on 7rro(£, £')■

Proposition
2.5. If (F, F) is m-simple, wQvi(E',
âQvm(F, F), and ï: (F, F)-+(E, E') is the inclusion, then

x0), p(x0)=60,

i*(p* (w) o a) = w -H(ä),
where " • " is the usual operation of 7Ti(£', x0) on vm(E, £',x0).

Proof. Let w: (a1, àl)—>(E', x0) represent
w, and let a: (<rm, irm, z0)
—>(F, F, yo) represent a. Then p'w represents p* (w)Qvi(B, b0). As in the
discussion above, we construct a homotopy h~plv>:
(<rmXl, irmXl)-*(E,
£').
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Let Pwit)=r\P'V,izo, t). Then pw is a curve in £' from Xo to X\. If &„: (T7, F')
—>(£, £') is an admissible map, and if X is an arbitrary curve in F' from y0

to yi = l;7l)1(xi), then X'=£<,0X:cr1—*p'~l(bo) is a curve
X'Vmw_1= w': (a1, ¿-1)—>(£', ¡e0) is a closed curve such
"V" denotes path multiplication.
Let ßE'Jrm(F, F', yi)
of &h'v,\<rmx{l},
so that H(ß)=p-1%(a).
Thus

from *0 to xi. Thus
that p'w' = p'w, where
he the homotopy class
n(p¿(w) o ä)=i*(\*ß)

= (h,X)%($)= (WO'WVa) = w' -h(ä). Since/»*'(*&)=/>*'
(«>'),«r1*' = **'(«),
where «Gir^T7', yo)- Hence, (w~lw') -í*(a) = 4* («) -i*(a) = i*(w-a) = í*(a), and
w'-i*(a) = w-hí&). Thus íti-í*(a) = w'-¿*(a) =t*(p* (w) o a).
Corollary

2.6. 7/ (F, F') is m-simple, then iri(B) operates trivially on

irm(F, F') if and only if (E, E') is m-stmple.
Proof. Use the formula of 2.5 together
—>irm(£, £') is an isomorphism onto.

Proposition

with the fact that %*:icm(F, F')

2.7. If iti(F, F')=0 for i<m and {F, F') is m-simple, then

i*: Hm(F, F')—*Hm(E, £') is an isomorphism

onto if and only if iri(B) operates

trivially on irm(F, F').
The proof is a combination of the previous corollary and the Hurewicz
isomorphism theorem.
3. Obstruction theory. Let £ = (£, p, B, F) be a fibre space where 73 is a
locally finite simplicial polyhedron. Assume the vertices of 73 are ordered,
and suppose the fibre F is «-simple. Let tt„(£) denote the local system of
groups on 73 whose group at ¿>G73 is irn(Fh), where Fb = p~y(b). For each simplex cr of 73, let v(a) be the first vertex of <r and let F„= Fvl„). Let Ea = p~l(a)
as usual. Since cr is contractible, E, has the homotopy type of F, and the inclusion map i„: F,-^E„ induces isomorphisms
onto i&.: irj(F<r)-^irj(Ea).
Now suppose that there is a cross-section /: 73nU.4—»£, where A is a
subcomplex
of 73. Let cr be an oriented (« + l)-simplex
of 73—.4. Define
cn+1(f)(<r)ETTn(F,,) to be the element such that i^(cn+i(f)(cr))
of irn(E„) represented
by /|<r:<r—>£.
Thus cn+l(f) is
Cn+1(73, A ; Tn(£)), which is called the obstruction cochain of/.
of the obstruction cochain and the following theorem, which
properties of cn+1(f), can all be found in Steenrod's book [16,

is the element
a cochain
in
This definition
gives the main
Part III].

Theorem 3.1. Let £ = (£, p, B, F) be a fibre space which admits a crosssection f: Bn\JA—>£, where A is a subcomplex of 73. Then
(i) / extends to a cross-section f : Bn+l\JA-*E
if and only if cn+1(f) =0,
(ii) if fo,fi- Bn[UA—*E are homotopic cross-sections, then cn+1(f0) =cn+1(fi),
(iii) cn+1(f) is a cocycle; we denote its cohomology class by cn+1(f),
(iv) f\Bn~iyJA
extends to a cross-section f : Bn+l\JA —>E if and only if
c-n+i(/) = 0,

(v) ë*+1(/) ¿s a topological invariant.
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Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces over the simplicial complex B such
that the pair (F, F') is (ra+ l)-simple, and let ir„(£, £') denote the local system
of groups on B whose group at bQB is 7r„(£0, F¿). Assume the vertices of B
are ordered and let (Fv{,), £„'(„))= (F„ FJ), where v(cr) is the first vertex of the
simplex o.
Suppose there is a cross-section /: ¿?—>£ such that /| BnOA : BnOA—>E',
where A is a subcomplex of B. We wish to find conditions under which/ can
be deformed to a cross-section /':£—»£
such that f'(Bn+iOA)QE'.
This
leads to a deformation cochain dn+l(f) similar to that of Blakers and Massey
[l, p. 187], originally due to Hurewicz (unpublished), but which is adapted
to fibre spaces.
Thus let/: (B, B"OA)—*(E, £') be a cross-section and let o be an oriented
(ra+ l)-simplex of B—A. Then/|cr:
(cr, ¿)—>(£„, £„') and determines an element of x„+i(£„, £„')• By Corollary 2.4, the inclusion i: (F„ £,')—»(£», £/)
induces an isomorphism onto i*: vn^i(F„ £^)—>ir„+i(Er,EJ).
Definedn+1(f, a)
Qvn+i(Ff, FJ) as the element such that i*(dn+1(/, <r)) is the homotopy class of

f\<r, and define dn+1(f)QC»+1(B, A;vn+i(£, {')) by dn+i(f)(a) =d»+'(/, <r) for
each (ra+1)-simplex

o oí B—A. The cochain dn+1(f) is the deformation

cochain

of/.
Since we will be mainly interested in the connection between dn+l(f) and
the obstruction
to extending/'
=/| BnOA as a cross-section of £', we omit the
proof of the following theorem. The reader is referred to Steenrod's book [16]
or Blakers and Massey [l] for the methods of proof.

Theorem

3.2. Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces over the simplicial complex

B, let A be a subcomplex, and letf: (B, BnOA)—>(E, £') be a cross-section. Then
(i) dn+1(f)=0
if and only if there is a cross-section f':B—>E such that

f'(Bn+lOA)QE'
andf is homotopic to f (rel BnOA),
(ii) iff is homotopic to g (rel A), then dn+l(f)=dn+1(g),
(id) dn+i(f) is a cocycle; its cohomology class will be denoted by dn+l(f),
(iv) dn+1(f) is a topological invariant,
(v) if dn+1(f)=0,
then f can be deformed (rel Bn_1OA) to a cross-section

f'-.B-^E such thatf'(Bn+lOA)QE'.
The boundary operator d: 7r„+i(£, F')—*irn(F') in the homotopy sequence
of the pair (F, F') induces a map of local systems vn+i(!;, £')—>7r»(f), hence a
homomorphism

dr. C»+i(B, A;vn+i(t, r)) -» C»+\B, A; *„(£')).
Proposition

3.3. If f =f\B"OA

is regarded as a cross-section of £', then

d*(dn+l(f)) = c*+l(f).
Proof.

For each (ra-l-l)-simplex

cr of B, there is a commutative

diagram
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di

.,

cu

Tn(Fi)

**

»X,(£,'),
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EJ)

in which the horizontal homomorphisms are isomorphisms onto. If /| a: (a, a)
—»(£„ EJ) represents i*(d"+1(f, a)), then/| à: à-^EJ represents dh(dn+l(f, a))

= i¿d(dn+1if, a))Eirn(E¿).
/'|cV=/|cr:
morphism,

But i¿ (C+K/',

<r))Gx.(£;)

is represented

by

<r->£', so i4(cn+l(f',
<r))=i¿d(dn+1(f,
a)), and since «,' is an isoit follows that d(dn+1if, cr)) =cn+1(f',
a), whence dt(dn+1(f))

= c»+i(/').
Let (£, £') be a pair of fibre spaces such that Vi(F, F') =0 for i<n + l and
such that (F, F') is (« + l)-simple. Also assume that 7Ti(73)operates trivially
on irn+i(F, F'). Under these conditions we will be able to compute the class
¿n+I(/) for a cross-section/:
(73, .4)—>(£, £') and the class cn+1if\A), where
f\A: A-^E' is considered as a cross-section of £'.

Since TiiF, F')=0

for t<« + l and (F, F') is «-simple, the Hurewicz

homomorphism
X: tr^F, F')—*Hi(F, F') is an isomorphism
By the universal coefficient theorem

H"+\F,

onto ior i —n + l.

F'; irn+i(F, F')) -+ Hom(77n+i(7?, F'), irn+i(F, F'))

is an isomorphism onto. The fundamental class 0n+1(F, F') of the pair (F, F')
is the class in Hn+1iF, F'; irn+i(F, F')) corresponding
to the inverse of the
Hurewicz homomorphism
which is in Hom(77„+i(7?, F'), w„+i(F, F')) under
this isomorphism.
If (F, F') is a pair of complexes, 8n+1(F, F') turns out to
be the first obstruction to contracting F onto F'.
The fact that iri(B) operates trivially on TTn+i(F, F') has two important
consequences in our computations.
First, the coefficient system 7r„+i(£, £')
is simple, and secondly, the inclusion i: (F, £')—>(£, £') induces isomorphisms

onto, H'.HjiF,

F')-^HjiE,

£') for/^«

+ l, by Proposition 2.7.

Now suppose that/: (73, .4)—>(£, £') is a cross-section. Since WiiF, F') =0
for í'<« + 1, di(J)=0
for *<n + l, and/ can be deformed to a cross-section
(73, 73nU.4)—>(£, £'), which we again denote by /. Let tr be an (ra+ 1)simplex of 73—A, and consider the commutative
diagram
(/

<*)*

Tn+li<r, à) ^-+

i tH

irn+liE,

,

77„+,(cr,«r)-^->
¿*\

E')

13C

**

<- Xn+liF,

F')

.13L

Hn+iiE, E') <- Hn+iiF, F')
//*

77„+i(73»+1,73")
= C„+i(73),
where 3C is the Hurewicz

homomorphism,

and /* is induced by the inclusion
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(o, <r)—>(Bn+1,Bn). Letting cr represent the generator of C„+i(5) corresponding to the simplex <r, i.e., <ris the image of a generator of irn+i(<r, <r) under the
composition /*3C, we see that t*3C(dn+1(f, <r)) =/*(<r). Let ir = vn+i(F, F'), and
consider the commutative diagrams:
Hn+1(F, F ; v) <-Hn+1(E,

£' ; v)

I«

1«
(**, 1)

Hom(F„+i(F,

F), v <-Hom(ffB+1(£,

I (3C,1)

£'), v)

~

1 (/*, 1)

(dn+1(f), 1)
HomOr, v) -^—>
Hom(Hn+i(B, BnO A), v)

and
Hom(Fn+i(£,

£'), v) ^ H"+\E,

I (/*,1)
rlom(Hn+i(B,

£'; v)

if*

Bn O A), v) <- Hn+\B, Bn O A ; v) = Zn+1(B, A ; v),

where 1 denotes the identity map of v. Using these diagrams
derived above, it is easily checked that

and the formula

d»+i(f)= f*í*-i(0»+\F, F')).
The commutative

diagram

i*

k*

H"+l(F, F; v) +- Hn+l(E, E'; v) -► H"+1(E, EA' ; v)
*

ir

k'*

lf

Hn+1(B, B" O A ; v) -► Hn+\B,

together with the fact that A'*: Hn+1(B, B"OA;
natural

map of cocycles onto cohomology

A ; v)

v)->Hn+1(B, A; v) is the

classes yields the formula

á»+i(/) = /*è*i*-i(o-+i(F,F)).
Finally,

using Proposition

3.3 and the commutative

diagram

#»+'(£, El ; v) 4 H»+\E, El ; *„(£'))

if*
H^(B,

d

If*

A;v)-ÏH"+\B,A;vn(k')),

where 3* is the coefficient homomorphism
d:ir„+i(£, F)->vn(F),
we obtain

induced by the boundary

c-"+i(/)= d*(d»+i(f)) =f*d*k*i*-\en+1(F,F)).

operator
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If (£. £') is a pair of fibre spaces satisfying the conditions above and A is
a subcomplex of the base 73, we will denote the class &*ï*-I(0n+1(7r, F')) by
AÜ+1(£.ê')€7Jn+1(£, E'A; it). In case A is empty we write Xn+1(£, £'). Thus we
have the formulae

(3.4)

dn+\f)=f*(C\l;,e)),

(3.5)

£B+1(/)=/*¿*(XA+1(£,¿;')).

4. Some properties of principal fibre spaces. The following two theorems
give well known properties of principal fibre spaces.
theorems may be found in Cartan [6, Exposé 6].

The proofs of these

Theorem 4.1. If a principal fibre space £ = (£, p, 73, G) admits a crosssection f: 73—»£, then E is homeomorphic to the product space GXB.
Let p: GXE—>E be the operation
M(g. x)=g-x.

of G on £ and recall that

we write

Theorem 4.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between cross-sections of
a principal fibre space £ = (£, p, 73, G) and maps h: £—>G such that fag-x)

= g-Hx).
The correspondence

of 4.2 is defined

by assigning

to the cross-section

/: 73—>£the function h¡: £—>Gdefined by faix) -fpix) =x. It is easily verified

that faig-x)=g-faix).
If £ = (£, p, B, G) and £' = (£', p', 73', G') are principal fibre spaces, then
a homomorphism of principal fibre spaces £—»£' is a triple (k, k, y) of maps
k: £—>£', k: 73—>73',and y: G-+G', such that 7 is a homomorphism of groups,

p'k = kp, and kig-x) =yig) -kix), xEE and gEG.
Proposition

4.3. If £ = (£, p, B, G) and £' = (£', p', B, G') are principal

fibre spaces, if ik, 1,7): £—>£'",where 1 is the identity map of 73, and if £ admits

a cross-section f: B-^E, thenf' = kf: B—>E' is a cross-section, and yfa = fa>k.

Proof. If ¿>G73,then p'f'(b)=p'kfib)=pfib)

= b, so/' is a cross-section. Let

xEE. Then x = faix)-fpix), so k~ix)—kifaix)-fpix)) =yfaix) -kfpix)=yfaix)
■f'Pix).But kix) =faikix)) ■f'p'kix)= hrikix)) -fpix), so fa.kix)=yfa(x).
Now suppose £=(£, p, 73, G) is a principal fibre space, .4C7? is a subcomplex of 73, and/o, f\\ B—*E are cross-sections such that/o| A =/i| A. Then
we have a map h¡0:E^>G satisfying fa0(x)-f0p(x)=x,
and in particular, if

x=fi(b), then fi(b) = hf(,(fiib))-foPfiib)=hhifi(b))-fo(b).Define híofl:B-+G as
the composition fa^x = faji. Since /01A =/i| A, fa¿x(b)=e for bEA, where
eGG is the identity element. Thus
k/tfl:(B,A)-*(G,e).
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Proposition
4.4. The map h¡^¡,\ B—*G is homotopic to a constant map
(rel A) if and only if fo andfi are homotopic (rel A) as cross-sections.

Proof. LetT-.BXl^G

be a homotopy such that T(6, 0) =A/o/l(6), T(b, t)

= eQG for (6, t)QAXlOBx{l}.
Define H:BXI->E by the formula
H(b, t) =T(6, t) -fo(b). It is easily checked that H(b, t) =/0(6) for (b, t)QA XI
OB X {1}, H(b, 0) =/i(6), and pii(6, t) =6.
Suppose

that f%:B—>£, O^/^l,

ft\A=fo\A, Og/gl.

is a homotopy

Define r:5Xi->G

of /o to /i such that

by T(b, t) =A/o/l_,(6).Then T(6, 0)

= A/o/l(6),r(ô, l)=e, andr(4X/)=i,
This proposition shows that the homotopy classification of cross-sections
of a principal fibre space £= (£, p, 2?, G) which agree on a subcomplex ./I E-B
can be stated in terms of deforming maps (B, A)—*(G, e) to maps B—>{e\

(rel A).
Let £= (£, p, B, G) be a principal fibre space, let AQB, and let/0,/i:
W.4—*£ be cross-sections

A/o:X" = p~1(B"OA)-^G

such

that

/0|Bn~lOA

=f/\Bn~lOA.

5"

A function

is defined, so the function A/o/l: (5"U4,

f}"-1^)

—*(G, ß) is defined. If <r is an oriented «-simplex of B—A, let dn(/o, /i, cr)
E7rn(G, e) be the homotopy class of the map A/^J a: (a, à)-+(G, e), and define
an ra-cochain dn(f0,fi)QC"(B,
A; irn(G, e)) by ¿n(/o,/i)(o)
=d"(/o,/i,
o). It is
easily seen that this cochain is the same as the one defined by Steenrod [16,
p. 169]. Proofs of the following properties of d"(fo,fi) can be found in Steenrod [16, pp. 169-177], however the proofs are somewhat simpler in the case
of a principal bundle if we use the definition given above.

Theorem 4.5. If £ = (£, p, B, G) is a principal fibre space which admits
cross-sections /0, fa BnOA-^E such that /0| Bn~lOA =/i| Bn~1OA, then

(i) dn(fo,fi)=0
(ii)

if and only if fo is homotopic tofi (rel Bn~1OA),

5¿"(/o,/i)=C+1(/o)-6-"+1(/i),

(iii) if f2: B"OA-*E

is a cross-section such that f2\ Bn-lOA =/0| Bn~lOA,

then d-(/o, /i) +¿«(/i, ft) +d»(f2, fo) = 0,
(iv) iffo: BnOA^>E and dQCn(B, A ; 7r„(G)), íAera/0| Bn~lOA can be extended to /i: BnOA—>E with dn(f0, /i) =d,
(v) if fo and /i extend to Bn+xOA

so that d"(f0, /i) is a cocycle, then the

cohomology class dn(f0, /i) is a topological invariant
sary and sufficient for fo andfi

Proposition
7Ti(G) = 0, 0gj<ra,

4.6. If £=(£,
if fo, /i:

and its vanishing is neces-

to be homotopic (rel Bn~2OA).

p, B, G) is a principal fibre space for which
Bn+l—>£ are cross-sections

such

that /o|-Bn_1

=fi\Bn-l,sothath/^1:(Bn+i,Bn-l)-^(G,e)isdefined,andifdn(G)QHn(G;vn(G))
is the fundamental class of G, then

hhmG))
The proof will be omitted,

end of §3.

= ¿n(/o,/i) E H»(B; vn(G)).
since it is analogous

to the discussion

at the
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For the sequence of propositions which follows, we need some lemmas on
the cohomology of product spaces. Let X and F be spaces, XoEX, y0G F,

and let XV F=XX {yo\U {x0}X Y, with inclusion/: XV Y-*XX Y. Let the
maps ii, ii, pi, pi, be defined as follows: *i:X—>XVF, ii(x) = (x, y0); i2: Y

-+XVY, iiiy) = (xo, y); frXXY-^X,

Pi(x, y)=x; and p2:XXY-+Y,

pi(x, y) =y. Clearly pijii = identity on X and ptjii = identity on F. This notation will hold throughout this section and in §6.

Lemma 4.7. If ir is an abelian group, then for each i>0,

H*(X V Y; x) « H'(X; x) + H%Y; x) (direct sum).
The proof is very easy.

Lemma 4.8. For each i>0, the following sequence is exact and splits.

k*
j*
0-* H*(X X Y, X V F; x) -> H'(X X Y;v)-> 7J*'(XV F; x) -* 0.
Proof. Consider the cohomology sequence of the pair (X X F, XV F) and

the diagram

/Wî»)
p1/

-» ff'(X XF,JfVF;f)--»

f*

T7'(X X F; x) -=L-»ff'(X V F; x) -►

Jf

I if
•T7'(F;x).

The splitting homomorphism
i.e., there is a homomorphism

is 0(w)=p*ii(w)+p2*i*(w),

wEH'(X\/Y;

x),

x: Hl(X X Y; x) -» ff<(X X F, X V F; x)
such that each element

uEH'(XX

Y; x) can be written

uniquely

in the form

« = pfiff'(«) + Pt*fj*(«)+ **x(«)«
Lemma 4.9. 7/ /i: (X', jc0')-»(X, x0) a«¿ /»: (F'( yo')-» (F, y0), iÄcn ¿Ae
following diagram is commutative:

k*

0 -» fl^X X F, X V F; x) -» T7'(X X Y;r)if

(fiXfi)*

i*

H'(X V F; x) -» 0

(fiVf*)*

|(/iX/2)"

k'*

V*

0 -» ff<(X' X F', X V F'; x -> 7J-(X' X V\ t)U H*(X' V F'; x) -» 0,
0
i.e., iAe splitting of 4.8 ¿5 natural.

The proof is easy.
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Let £ = (£, p, B, G) be a principal fibre space with p: GXE—>E the operation of G on £. Let 60 be a vertex of B, x0Ep_1(6o), and let eQG be the identity. By G\/£, we mean GX {x0}W{ej X£, and i: G—»£ will denote the inclusion of the fibre ¿(g) = g-XoEp_1(6o) for gQG. Consider the diagram

0 -» W(G X E,GV E;v)--

H'(E; v)

H*(G; v)

W(G X E; v)

fl'(CV E;v)->0

i-r
W(E; v).
Proposition

4.10. There exists a homomorphism

x': H'iE; v) -» W(G X E, G V E; v)
such that if uQHi(E; v), then
p*(u) = pi*i*(u) + p2*(u) + k*x'(«).
Proof.
= p*i*(u)

pjii(g)=p(g,
x0)=i'(g) and pji2(x)=p(e,
x)=x, so p*i*j*p*(u)
and p*i*j*p*(u)=p*(u).
From Lemma 4.8 we obtain p*(u)

= pi*i*(u)+pi*(u)+k*xu*(u)=pífi*(u)+p2*(u)+k*x'(u),
composition x' = XP*5. The decomposition of a principal fibre bundle.

where

x' is the

We now restrict our
attention to principal fibre bundles £ = (£, p, B, G, G) for which the group G
is a connected countable CW-group. The following theorem is due to Milnor

[14].
Theorem

5.1. If G is a countable CW-group, then there is a universal prin-

cipal fibre bundle £(G) = (Eg, v, Bg, G, G) which has the properties
(i) Eg is a contractible space,
(ii) BG is a countable CW-complex.

Recall that any principal G-bundle over a base space B is induced by a
continuous map B—>BG, and homotopic maps induce equivalent bundles.

Proposition
5.2. If G is a connected countable CW-group, then for any
integer A7^ 1, there is a sequence of CW-group s and continuous homomorphisms
7l

Cr =

\Jff+l->

Crjv-►

U/JV-i

G2-»

Gi,

such that
(i) 7„: G„+i—>G„ embeds Gn+i as a subcomplex

Aeraceis a continuous isomorphism into,

of Gn for ra = l, 2,

A",
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(ii) there is a continuous homomorphism y' : G = Gsr+i—»Gwhich is part of a
homotopy equivalence of G and G,

(iii) x,(G„)=0 for i>n and w= l, 2, ■ • -, TV,
(iv) if nn: G—>GB is the composition

r¡n=ynyn+i

■ • • ys,

then rj„«: x,(G)

—>x,(G„) is an isomorphism onto for i^n and « = 1,2, • • • , TV.
Thus this sequence of groups and homomorphisms is a (finite) Postnikov
system for the group G.

Proof. Since Bo is a countable CW-complex, it has the same homotopy
type as a simplicial complex [17, Theorem 13], and we can induce a universal
bundle over this simplicial complex. Thus we may as well assume that 73<j
itself is a countable simplicial complex. Let Xjv+i = 73g, and let Xjy be the
space obtained from 73G by attaching cells of dimension ^7V+3 so as to
"kill" ttn+í(Bg), itn+í(Bg), • • • . By using the simplicial approximation theorem, we may assume that the cells are attached to 73a by simplicial maps.
By [17, Lemma 2, p. 239], there is a simplicial subdivision of XN which contains 73g = Xjv+i as a subcomplex, i.e., we may regard the inclusion Jn- Ba
= X#+i—»Xjv as a simplicial map. We now repeat this process on XN to
obtain X#_i, and so on, until we obtain a sequence of spaces and maps

Bq = Xjv+i-»

Xn-»

Xn-i —» • ■ —>X2 ->

where each X„ is a simplicial complex, and the maps/«:
■ • • , N, are simplicial inclusion maps.
The

maps

kn =jnjn+i

■ ■ • Jn : X#+i—»X#

k»*: x,-(Xtf+i)T->x¿(X„) for i = n + l, and

induce

Xj,

X„+i—»X„, « = 1, 2,
isomorphisms

onto

x,(X„) = 0 for ¿>« + l and

«=1, 2, • ■ • , N by the construction.
Following Milnor [13], for each «, «
= 1,2, • • • , N + l,we constructa principal bundle £(G„) = (X„,x„,X„,Gn)
Gn)>
where G„ is a countable CW-group and X„ is a contractible CW-complex.
Recall that in Milnor's construction
X„ is a space of equivalence classes of
polygonal paths in X„ which begin at a fixed vertex of X„, and that G„ is the
set of those equivalence classes of such paths which begin and end at the
same vertex. Choose a fixed vertex of 73g = Xat+i as the fixed vertex in this
construction. Then the simplicial inclusion maps Xn+i—»X„ induce one-to-one
bundle maps Xn+i—»X„, and it is easily checked that the induced maps
Gn+i—->G„are continuous
isomorphisms
into. Following through Milnor's
proof that G„ is a CW-complex
and using the fact that jn: Xn+i—»X„ is a
simplicial inclusion map, we find that G»+i is a subcomplex of G„. Setting
Gn+i = G, we have proved (i). By another theorem of Milnor [13, p. 282],
the bundle ¿(G) = (£<?, *",73<?,G, G) is induced by a continuous homomorphism
y': G—>G,and y' is part of a homotopy equivalence of G and G, so (ii) is
proved. Since each X„ is contractible,
it follows that x,+i(X„) **TTi(Gn),so
7Ti(G„)=0 for i>n, and (iii) is proved. To prove (iv), consider the bundle
homomorphism (kn, kn, 7„) : £(Gat+i)—*£(G„). We have a commutative diagram
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vi+i(Xn)

-►

Vi(Gn)

and since A»*is an isomorphism onto for i^n, Vn". Xi(G)—>7r,(G„) is an isomorphism onto for i ^ ra.
Remark. The homomorphism y' : G—»Ggives rise to a bundle homomor-

phism (g', 1,V) of {(C)= (AVi, ■"•',
-Bo, C, C) to £(G)= (£0, x, 5G,G,G),where
1 denotes the identity map of BG. Let £ = (£, p, 5, G, G) be a principal Gbundle, and let 4>i'-B-+Ba he a classifying map. Define </>J1(£(G))
=£'
= (£', p', 25,C, C). Then there is a homomorphism (A, 1,7') : {'—>£induced by
(g'> If 7')- Thus there is a commutative

diagram

-» ,r<+,CB)
-> T<(C)-» T,(£0 -» '»■.(B)
-» Vi-i(G) -*

1«

17*'

I**'

-» Ti+liB) -> T<(G) -♦ T¿(£)

I«

It*'

-> T¿(B) -♦ T,_l(G) -»,

in which the rows are exact, and since y' is part of a homotopy equivalence,
an application of the "fives lemma" yields the fact that the induced map
A* : Vi(E')—*Ti(E) is an isomorphism onto for all i. It follows that the maps
hi : H*(E')^H*(E)
and A'*: H*(E')-+H*(E)
are isomorphisms onto. Moreover, if either £' or £ admits a cross-section over the «-skeleton Bn of B, then
/i|Bn: Bn-*Ba is homotopic to a constant map. This shows that the crosssection problems in £' and £ are equivalent. From now on, we will assume without explicitly mentioning it that we have replaced the bundle £ by the bundle
£', i.e., if £ = (£, p, B, G, G) is a principal bundle, we assume that G has a
Postnikov system G—»Gat—>- - • —>Giin which each map is a continuous isomorphism into.

Theorem
5.3. Let G be a countable connected CW-group, and let
£ = (£, p, B, G, G) be a principal bundle over the CW-complex B. Then for each
integer A72:1, iAere is a sequence of principal bundles £„ = (£„, p„, B, G„, G„),
ra = l, 2, ■ ■ -, A7, a sequence of bundle homomorphisms
(g„, 1, 7«) : £n+i—>£n,
ra = l, 2, • ■ -, A7—1, orad o bundle homomorphism (gjv, 1, 7.v): £—►£#swcA /Ao<
(i) eocA (g„, 1, 7„) embeds £„+i in £„ as a fibre subspace and (gK, 1, 7jv) «m6eds ¿ ira £# os o /i6re subspace,
(ii) í/ A»= gngn+i • • • g#: £—>£„,

phism for i^n
(iii) x,(£»_i,

then

A„«: 7r<(£)—*7r<(£„) is ora isomor-

and is onto for i^n + 1,
En) = 0 */ Í9*n+1

and 7rn+i(£„_i, £„) =7rn(G).

Proof. Let {ga} he the set of coordinate transformations of the bundle £.
Let £# be the Gn bundle over B constructed by using the collection {7^7}
as coordinate transformations
and Theorem 3.2 of Steenrod [16]. If £„+i has
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been constructed and has coordinate transformations
{g,y}, we construct £„
using as coordinate transformations
the collection {7ng.,}. It is easily seen
from the construction that the induced bundle homomorphisms
(g„, 1, 7„),
ra= 1, 2, • • • , A7, are one-to-one, and £„ is a fibre subspace of £„_i and £ is a
fibre subspace of £w. Thus the existence of the bundles and the homomorphisms is proved as well as (i). To prove (ii), consider the homotopy ladder
-» vi+i(B) -^ ví(G) -^vi(E)
i «

i l?n*

-+vi(B)->Vi-i(G)

IK'

1«

->

1 Vn'

-+ vi+i(B) -* Vi(Gn) -> Vi(En) -» Vi(B) -► ir,_i(G„) -»

induced by the bundle homomorphism
(A„, 1, ?;„):£—»£„. Since j?„*:x,(G)
-^>Vi(Gn) is an isomorphism onto for i^n and 7r,(G„)=0 for i>n, the "fives
lemma" yields the result of (ii). Part (iii) follows when we observe that from
the homotopy sequence of the pair (G„_i, G„), 7rn+i(G„_i, G„) «x„(G„) «7r»(G),
and x<(Gn-i, G„) =0 otherwise. Applying Lemma 2.4, the inclusion i: (G„_i, G„)
—>(£„_i, En) induces an isomorphism onto »*: Trj(Gn_i, Gn)—»xy(£B-i, £„) for

all/.
A quadruple
(£, A7, {£n}, {(gn, 1, 7«)}) satisfying the conditions
theorem will be called a decomposition of £ of length A7.

of this

Lemma 5.4. Let £ = (£, p, B, G, G) be a principal G-bundle and let
(£, A7, {£n}, {(gn, 1, 7n)})

be o decomposition

of £. Suppose f: B'—*B, and let

/_1(£) be the induced bundle. Then the induced bundles /_1(£n), «=1,2,
are the bundles'in a decomposition o//_1(£)-

• • -, A7,

Proof. Let { Vx} be the coordinate neighborhoods of £ and let {gXj} be
the coordinate transformations
of £. Then those of/_1(£) are {/_1(^«)} and
{gijf} respectively.
If nn: G-+Gn is the homomorphism
defined in 5.2,
Cf_1(£))n has coordinate transformations
{nngnf). But £„ has coordinate
transformations
=/"X(£n).

{i)nga},

so those

of /~'(£n)

are

{vngaf}.

Thus

(/_1(£))n

_

In particular,

if we choose a fixed decomposition

«(O.A7, {£„},{(!„, 1,7»)})
for the universal G-bundle £(G), then for any G-bundle £, a decomposition
(£, A7, {£„}, {(gn, 1, 7n)}) is induced by a classifying map </>{:.B—>50.It is
also clear that the bundle

£n= (Ën, pn, Ba, G„, G„) in a decomposition

of £(G)

is induced by the map A„:Bg—*X„of 5.2.
Proposition
5.5. Let £ = (£, p, B, G, G) be a principal bundle over a CWcomplex B. Then there exists a cross-section f: Bn-*E if and only if there is a
cross-section f : B—»£n-i, where £„_i = (£„_i, pn-i, B, Gn-i, GB-i) is a term in
a decomposition of £ of length N^n —1.
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73"—Œ is a cross-section. Then fa-i'-f Bn—»£n-i is a cross-

pn-ihn-if(b)=pf(b)

= b for bEBn.

The

obstructions

to ex-

tending hn-if will be in the groups Hk(B\ x*_i(G„_i)) for k = n + l. But
xt_i(G„_i) =0 for k—n + 1, so all higher obstructions
to the extension of
hn-if vanish, and An-i/ extends to a cross-section/':
73—*£„-i. Observe that

fa-if=f'\B\
Now suppose that/':
classifying

map

for

73—>£„_i is a cross-section.

£. Then

Let cfo: 73—>73<?
be a

$n-i = 0¡"1(|n_i) = (kn-i<Pi)~l(%(Gn-i)),

where

£(G„_i) = (X„_i, x, X„_i, G„_i, G„_i) as in 5.2, i.e., kn-i<t>i:73—>X„_iis a classifying map for £„_i. But £„_i admits a cross-section, so kn-i<pi is homotopic to
a constant map. Since kn-i': ití(Bg)—>x,(X,,_i) is an isomorphism onto for
i —n, it follows that <f>i*:x,(73)—>Xi(73<j)is the zero homomorphism for t^n.
Thus #j|73": 73n—>Bg is homotopic to a constant map and £B» is a trivial
bundle. Thus there is a cross section /: 73"—>£.
We remark that the decomposition of a principal bundle will enter our
computation
of obstructions in a manner similar to the way in which the
Moore-Postnikov
system enters the computation of obstructions as done by

Hermann [9].
Let (£, TV, {£„}, {(g„, 1, 7„)|) be a decomposition of (£, p, 73, G, G)=£,
where 73 is a locally finite polyhedron. Then each (£»_i, £) is a pair of fibre
spaces, and x,(G„_i, G)=0 for i<w + l. From the fact that (G„_i, G) is a
pair of connected group complexes and d:x„+i(G„_i, G)—»x„(G) is an isomorphism onto, it follows that (G„_i, G) is (« + l)-simple and xi(73) operates
trivially on x„+i(G»_i, G). Under these conditions, if A is a subcomplex of 73,

the class Xl+1(£„_i,£)G77""+1(£„-i, EA\ x„+i(G„_i, G)) is defined as in §3. We
define a new class Xl+1(£)G77"+1(£«-i, EA ; x„(G)) as the image of Xl+1(f„_i, £)
under the isomorphism
¿>*: 7J»+1(£n-1,

&;

xn+i(G„_i,

G)) -» H»+\En-i,

EA; xn(G)).

We will write XJ+1(S)=X"+1(£)G7i»+1(£»-r, T„(G)) if ¿ is empty.
Proposition

5.6. The map ft„_j.: (£, £¿)—>(£„_i, £¿) &ds the property

h*-i(\T(t)) = 0.
Proof. Consider the commutative

diagram

7*

H»+*(En-i, E; x)-►

¿a*

H"+l(En-i,

.+

h*
EA; x)--^-»

i a*

H»+\En-i, Ea ; t.(G)) -^-> H"+1(£*-i, EA; x„(G)) -4

#»+•(£,

£c; x)

la«
7/"+1(£, £i ; *n(G)),

where x = x„+i(GB-i, G). Recall that by definition X"+1(£n-i, £)Gimage/*,
note that the horizontal

(£„_i, E, EA), whence

and

lines are portions of the exact sequence of the triple
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8) = c3*An*_i(Xr1(£„_„
£)) = 0.

Observe that if A: £„_i—>(£n-i, EA) is the inclusion

map, then

k*(xT\m = x"+l(£).
Proposition

5.7. // £ admits a cross-section f: BnOA—>E and f : ¿?—>£„_i

is an extension

of hn-if: BnOA-^En-i,

then

cn+\f) = /'*(X1+1(8)E Hn+1(B,A;vn(G)).
Proof. This is just formula 3.5.
The pair (G„_i, G) is (ra+ l)-simple, and there is a fundamental
class
8»+l(Gn-i, G)QH«+\Gn-i,
G; vn+i(Gn-i, G)). Since G-*GN^->Gi
is a
(finite) Postnikov system for G, we may define the (ra+l)st Postnikov invariant A"+1(G)Eiîn+1(G:n-i; x„(G)) as the image of 0B+1(G„_i, G) under the
composition

H"+KGn-i, G; v) U H"+l(Gn-i; v) * H^(Gn-i,

vn(G)),

where x = xB+i(GB_i, G).

Proposition

5.8. // in-i: Gn-i—>En-i is the inclusion

of the fibre, then

i*-i(\n+1(0) = k*+KG).
Proof. Consider the commutative
H»+1(£»-i, £; it) £
i»*

diagram

H»+1(£n-i; v) 4 27»+>(£B_i; vn(G))

.„

lin-l

ltB*-l

H»+1(G„_i,G; x) U H»+*(Gn-i;v) 4 ff«+'(GB_i;xB(G)),
where x = xB+i(GB_i, G), and recall

= 0"+i(Gn-i> G). Thus,
= OV*(0"+1) = A"+1(G).

that

Xn+1(£) =3*/***_1(öB+1),

We have not investigated to what extent the invariants
the bundle £. This is a problem for further research.

Proposition

where

0B+1

Ci(Xn+1(£))=d*Cj*i*-1(0"+1)=3*/'*i*i*-1(0B+1)

5.9. //£=(£,

Xn+1(£) determine

p, B, G, G) is a principal bundle, and<¡>:B'-^B

is a map, let (4>n-i, 4>)■<f>_1(£n_i)—»£„_i
be the induced bundle map. Then

<f.B*_i(X»+1(£))
= X»+1(«-1(£)) E H«+1(eLi;

vn(G)).

Proof. If <b„-iis the induced map (£n_i, £„)—»(£B_i, £B), the proof follows
very easily if we "chase around" the commutative diagram
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j*

H^iEn-i,

H«"(Gn-i,

a»

En; x) U £r"+»(£»_i;x) -» 77"+'(£„-i; x„(G))

<K-i

Gn; x)
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</>**-!
;'*

H»+\EU,

where x=xn+i(G„_i,

c6.*-

a*

£n' ; x) '-* £?•+«(£»'_,; x) -» 7i"+1(£„'-i; x.(G)),

G„).

Let (£(G), TV, {in}, {(|n, 1, 7n)})
bundle
£(G) = (£<?> *", Bq, G, G).

be a decomposition
For
notational

of a universal
purposes,
let

= (£„, x„, 73<?,G„, G„), and let x = xn+2(G„, G„+i) »xB+i(G„+i) «xn+i(G).
the sections that follow, it will be useful to have the following facts.

G%a

In

Proposition 5-10. (i) x,(73„) =0/or î'<»+2, x,(£„) «x,_i(G)/or t^n+2,
(ii) Hi(En)=0for
i = l, 2, • • • , n + 1, and Hn+2(Ën)=ir,
(iii) Hi(En) = 0 for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n + 1, and Hn+2(Ën; x) is a cyclic
Hom(x,

x) module and is generated by Xn+2(£(G)).

Proof. From property (ii) of 5.3, /t„«: x,(£g)—>x,(£„) is onto for i^«+l,
and since x,(£g)=0
for all i, x<(72„)=0 for i<« + 2. From the homotopy
sequence of \n, since x,(Gn)=0
for i>n, />„•: x,(£„)—»x,(73G) is an isomorphism onto for i = n + 2. But x,(73g) «x,_i(G), so x,(72„) «x,_i(G) for i = n + 2.
(ii) follows from the Hurewicz theorem. By the universal coefficient theorem,
H'iËn) =0 for i= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n + 1, and H"+2(Ën; x) = Hom(x, x). To see that
Xn+2(£(G)) is a generator,
observe that H»+1(Ën+i; ir)=H»+2(Ën+i;
x)=0, so
that/:
É„—>(72„, 72„+i) induces an isomorphism
-^Hn+2(Èn;
x), and that Xn+2(£(G)) is the
Hn+2(Gn, Gn+i, x) under the composition
#»+2(G„, Gn+i; x) —*

onto, j*: Hn+2(Ën, Ën+i\ x)
image of the generator
of

7J"+2(£n, £n+i; x) -^

H"+2(Ên; x).

6. The obstruction theorems. The theorems of this section and their
corollaries are the main results for a principal bundle £ whose fibre is an arbitrary connected countable CW-group.
We remark that a necessary condition that a fibre space £ = (E, p, 73, F)
admit a cross-section/:
73"+1—»£ is that the homomorphism
p*: Hn+1(B; x)
—*Hn+ï(E, x) be an isomorphism into. Thus if this necessary condition is

satisfied, the formulae of 6.1 and 6.4 below completely determine the obstruction.

Theorem
6.1. Let £ = (£, p, 73, G, G) be a principal bundle, let
(S. TV,{£m}, {(gn, 1, ym)}) be a decomposition of length N^n, letf: 73"—>£be
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o cross-section, and let f : B—*En-i be an extension of hn-if: Bn—»£„_i, so that

h/>: En-i—*Gn-iis defined. Then

¿*(c"+1(/)) + h*-ih*r(k»+\G)) = 0.

Theorem 6.2. Let £ = (£, p, B, G, G) be a principal bundle, let
(£, A7, {£m}, {(gm, 1, 7m)}) be a decomposition of length A7^», letfo,fi: 5"—>£
be cross-sections,

and let f¿, fi : B-+En-i

be extensions of hn-ifo and hn-ifi so

that hfji: B—>GB_i
is defined. Then
c"+1(/i) - f+I(/o)

= h*^(k^(G)).

This agrees with formula (30) of Dold and Whitney [7].
As an obvious corollary which has application

later, we state the follow-

ing.

Corollary
6.3. // An+1(G)=0 and the (ra+1)-dimensional
defined, then it is a single cohomology class.

obstruction is

Let £ = (£, p, B, G, G) he a principal bundle such that x,(G)=0 for
O^t <ra, n<i<q.
Then in the Postnikov system for G we may take Gi= • • •
= G„_i to be contractible
groups, and GB= • • • =G„_i are K(vn(G), n)spaces. The A-invariant k<+1(G)= k«+1QH«+1(Gq-i; vq(G)) is A*+1r-0n(G8_i),
where 0n(G„_i) is the fundamental class, and Aî+1|- is the cohomology operation defined by A4+1.If/: Bi—*E is a cross-section of £, then there is a unique

class á"(f)QHn(E; x„(G)) such that i*(dn(f)) = 0"(G) and/*(ô"(/))
i: G—>£is the inclusion of the fibre.

= 0, where

Theorem 6.4. //£ = (£, p, B, G, G) is a principal bundle such that x¿(G) =0
for 0^i<n

and ra <i<q,

and iff: B"—>E is a cross-section, then

p*(c<*l(f)) = A*+>h o»(/).
Theorem 6.5. //£ = (£, p, B, G, G) is a principal bundle such that x¿(G) =0
for 0^i<n

and n<i<q,

and iffo,fi-

B9-^E are cross-sections, then

c^l(fi) - c*l(fo) = **» r- d»(fo fi).
Corollary

6.6. //£ = (£, p, B, G, G) is a principal bundle such that v,(G)

= 0 for 0^i<n
and n<i<q,
and if £ admits a cross-section f: Bq^>E, then £
admits a cross-section f':Bq+l—>E
if and only if there is an element d"

QHn(B; x„(G)) smcAthat
¿^(f)

+ ¿«+1h dn = 0.

In the case of a 3-sphere bundle £' = (£', p', B, 5s, 50(4)) which admits
cross-sections/o,/i:

BA—»£', Liao [12] obtains the formulae

p'*(S6(fo))= P'*(Vi(?))-â*(fo) +Sq2à*(fo),

cKfi) - c*(fo)= Wt(t')-d3(fo,fi)+ Sq2d*(f0,fi),
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where w2(^') is the Stiefel-Whitney

Si = Spil)ELTi2)ES0i4:),
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class, and d3(/0) is as above. Recall that

hence there exist maps BSpW-*Büm-+Bsom. The

bundle £' is induced by a map </i:B-^Bsow anc« the associated sphere bundle
(73so»), P, Bso{ï), S3, 50(4)), and if we can reduce the group of £' so as to get
a principal ¿''-bundle, the map <bfactors through BsPti)> hence w2(£') =0. But
then Liao's formulae would be

**(«*(/)) = Sq2a'(f),
cb(fù-ci(fo)=Sq2d*(fo,fi),
which are precisely the formulae that result from 6.4 and 6.5.
Before we proceed with the proofs we will need some notation

and a

lemma. Let £ = (£, p, 73,G, G) be a principal bundle, let |= (Eg, p, Bq, G, G)
be a universal bundle, and let cfo: 73—»73
a be a classifying map for £. Then a
decomposition

(£, TV, {£m}, {(gm, 1, 7m)})

is induced

by a decomposition

(?, N, {Im}, {(gm, 1, 7m)}) of the universal bundle \. Let (</>",<p(,l):fm—>?m
be the induced bundle homomorphism.
=0"-1*(X»+1(î))G7ï"+1(£n-i;'!rn(G)).

Then

by Proposition

5.9, Xn+1(£)

Lemma 6.7. If pn-i: Gn-iX£B-i—»£B-i is the operation of G„_i on £„_i, iÄe«

mí-i(x»+i(o)=pf(kn+'(G))+p2*(\n+i(m.
Proof. By (ii) of 5.10, HT(Ën-i) =0 for 0<r<«
the Künneth formula

+ l. Using this fact and

#a(GB_i X 73B_i,Gn-l V £B-l) « E Hq-r(Gn-l, e) <8>7Jr(£B_,, *o)
r

+ £ Toríff^-iíGn-i,

«), 7Jr(72B_i,*„)),

r

we establish that Hq(Gn-i X Ên-i, GB_iV73B_i)=0, for g^w + 1. From the
universal

coefficient theorem,

we find

7J«(Gn-iX £n-i, Gn_i V 73B_i;x) = 0,
for g^» + l and any abelian group x. Consider the commutative

diagram

TJ^TVi; x) ^4 B+Hfi^i X jß_i; x)

u>V* ,
H»+\En_i; x) ^4

Mn*-i(X"+1(í))= M^r*^

i ox O*
H"+l(Gn-i X £B-,; x).

"+1*(f)) = (1 X c6rVMB*-i(Xn+1(?))

= (i x ¿rvofí/^vS)) + ^2*(x"+i©)),
by 4.10 and the fact that /7"+1(G:B_iX£B-i, Gn_iV£B-i; x)=0.

íC-iCv*1«))=íít(*-+i(G))+^r1*(XB+i(D)=^í(fe»+i(G))

By 4.9,

+^*(\»+i(ö).
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Proof of 6.1. It is easily checked that the composition
A
aß
Pn—i
£B-1 —►En-l X En-1 —>Gn-1 X B —>G„-l X En-1 -► £B-1

is the identity

map on £„_i where a = hf>Xpn-i and ß = 1 Xf. Thus

X»+i(£)= A*(kf,X Pn-i)*(l X/')V-i(X"+1(Ö)
= A*(hr X pB-i)*(l Xf)*(p*i(k^(G)) + ¿vV+l(f)))

= h*,(k»+KG))
+ pl-i(^(f)),
by 5.7. By 5.6, the map An_i: £->£„_!
whence

has the property

An"_i(Xn+1(£))
=0,

0 = £-i(X«+K0) = AB_iA*(A»+1(G))
+ A!_,pB_i(c"+1(/))
= hn-ih*(kn+1(G)) + pV+1(/))Proof of 6.2. As above, we find that Xn+1(£)= PÎ-i(cB+1(/o))+A/;(A"+1(G)).
Thus,

¿"+1(/i)=/íV+1(8)

=/íV-i(/"+1(/o)) +/i*A*.(A»+'(G))

= c"+1(/o)
+ aJ/jO^KG)).
Transposing c"+1(/o), we obtain the desired formula.
Proof of 6.4. Since x<(G) =0 for 0^i<ra and n<i<q, Gq-i has the homotopy type of Gn, which is a K(wn(G), n). Thus A»+1(G)EH«+1(G8_i; x,(G))
determines an operation

¿«+1h : ff"(G9_i; x.(G)) -» H<+\Gq-i, vq(G)),
i.e., A«+1(G)= A'+^O-ÍG,-!). Since/: £«-►£ is a cross-section, A/: p-l(B«)-+G
is defined. Consider the diagram
p*

i*

0 -* H"(B; Vn(G))-^-* H"(E; vn(G))->H"(G;

vn(G)) -» 0

P'*
H»(B<; vn(G))l=±

H"(p~KB«) ; vn(G)),

f*
where the horizontal line is a portion of Serre's exact sequence, and/: p~l(Bq)
—>E is the inclusion. Since the inclusion *': p_1(6o)—>£ may be given as

i'(g) =g-f(bo), we have hfi'(g)=hf(g-f(bo))=g-e = g, so if än(f)QH"(E; x„(G))

is such that i*(dn(f))=6n(G)and f*(d»(f)) =0, /*(ö»(/)) =A/(0»(G)).By 6.1,

0 = P*(c*+l(f))
+ hUhkk^r-

0") = P*(c«+i(f))
+ k*+lr-A*_,A*(0»)r
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where 0n = 6,n(G„_i). But commutativity
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of the diagram

j

follows from 4.3 since (A,_i, 1, nq-i): £—»£9-iis a homomorphism
fibre spaces, and implies that

of principal

j*hUh*r(6n(Gq-i))
= h%U(en(Gq-i))
= A,V(G))=/V(/)).
Thus h*-1hp(6n(Gq-i)) = d"(/) because/*

is an isomorphism,

and

0 = p*(c«+*(f))+ k*1 h- d"(f).
Proof of 6.5. By 6.2,
c-s+i(/l) _ s^(fo)

= hn.(k^(G))

= *•+•!- h!if{(d»(Gq-i)).

But 7?î_iA/0/1
= t/î_iÂ/i/o = a/;a4_i/i = â/^;|73» by 4.3, so

*Jç(*"(«Vi))
= C^i(ff"(c«-i))
= urn®) - á"(/o./i)
by 4.6. Hence,

c^K/i) - c«+iao) = ¿a+1r- J»(/o,/i).
Proof of 6.6. If £ admits

a cross-section

/': 73ï+1—>£, then

0 = c«+1(/')

= fe«+1r-á"(/,/')+cs+1(/).
If c«+1(/)+Ä»+1r-c7" = 0, choose/': 73«->£ such that
d"(f,f')=dn.
Then c"+1(f')=0, and/'^«-1
extends over 73«+1.
7. Principal bundles with fibre U(n)(2). We need some results on the
homotopy groups of U(n), namely those of Bott [5], that x,( £/(»)) =Z for

i=l

(mod 2), t<2«,

x,-(£/(«)) = 0 for i = 0 (mod 2), t<2»,

and x2»(t7(»))

= Zn\. We also need the fact that H*(Bum) =Z[Zi, • • • , ?„], an integral
polynomial ring with generators £, of degree 2i. The class Si is the î'th universal

Chern class. If £= (£, p, 73, U(n), U(n)) is a principal bundle and <p(:73—>73I/(„)
is a classifying map, then <p*(dt)= c,(£) is the ¿th Chern class of £.
We propose to calculate the relationship between the Chern classes £,(£)
and the obstructions to a cross-section of the bundle £. At first we will work
in the universal bundle £=(£r/(n>, p, Bum, U(n), U(n)), and we will always
assume that we have a decomposition
(?, N, {Im}, {(im, 1, 7m)}) of length
N = 2n (for U(n)-bundles).
For notation we write lm = (Êm, pm, Bum, Gm, Gm).

Theorem

7.1. Leïkuil)e.HtkiËU-i;

X2*_i(t/(»))) =H2k(E2k.i) for n^k, be

(*) We actually consider a bundle whose fibre is a connected CW-group having the same
homotopy type as U(n), but in order to simplify the notation, we denote this group by U(n).
This convention will be followed in §§8 and 9. See the remark following 5.2.
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as previously defined. Then

p*2k-i(h) = ± (A-

1)!X2*(|).

Proof. Let S2k be a (2A)-sphere, and choose a map <p:S2k—*Buw which
represents a generator of x¡¡*(.Bt/(B))=Z. Then the induced map ^H:v2k(S2k)
—>X2*(-B{/(n))
is an isomorphism onto. The obstructions to lifting <f>to a map
<j>': S2*—»£äb_2are elements of the group H*(S2k, Vi-i(Gtk-i))=0,
so such a
lifting exists, i.e., there is a commutative diagram
Eik-i
Pik-i

S2k-?—+BVM.
Since

0*: X2*(52*)—*xM(Bt/(B)) and

p"»-»: xy^-Êat-î)—^»(-Bc^n))

are

isomor-

phisms onto, and since x,(52*) =x<(£ät-2) =0 for i<2k, it follows that
<p*: Ti(S2k)^Ti(Ê2k-i) is an isomorphism onto for t^2A. Thus tf>'*: H2k(Ëtk-i)
-^H2k(S2k) is an isomorphism onto, and if uQH2k(S2k) is a generator, then

<t>'*(\n+x(l))=±u, by 5.10.
We now wish to compute the obstruction to a cross-section of the bundle
c/>_I(jj).In order to do this, we prove the following general lemma about principal bundles over spheres which has applications in §§8 and 9 as well as in
the proof of this theorem. Thus let £ = (£, p, Sn, G, G) be a principal bundle
with <f>i
: Sn-^B g as classifying map. Let E\ and £" be the closed hemispheres
of Sn with £+H£ü. =5n_1 as equator. Let an orientation of S" be given. We
may assume that the classifying map has the property <£{(£+) =x0QBg, and
that there is a cross-section <ï>:£+—>£.
Lemma. The obstruction cocycle cn($) Aos the properties cn(4>)(£+)=0,
cn(<£)(£" ) = ±d({<j>(}), where d is the boundary homomorphism in the homotopy
sequence of Jj, and {<f>(}is the homotopy class of the map <fo:Sn—*B<?.
Proof. The cross-section $:£+—>£ determines a lifting <!>':£"—*Ea of
#{[£", i.e., p*'=(/j{|.E+, and in particular, we have p$'(S"-1) =xoQBq. Thus
<£'| £" =$>'| 5n_1 determines a map Sn_1 —*G, and it is easily seen from the
definition that cn($)(£")=
{$'| £4.} ExB_i(G). Now consider the commutative diagram

*n(S», yo)^—vn(E'L,S»-1)

- Ux-iOS-1)

*.'

t„(£g,

GIo) ■

* irB-i(G,0),
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where y: (El,
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Sn~1)—*(S", y0) is of degree one. Let jnG7rn(£ü.,

Sn~l) be a gen-

erator. Then

é»(*)(£î.)= {$'| £■*-}
= ± $/a/„ = ± a$*7„= ± dp\~lf**jj%= ± a<¿/*/„
= ± a0{*(t„)= ± a({<&£)}).
Returning to the proof of the theorem, observe that since <f>:S2k—»73r/(n)
represents a generator of X2*(73r/(„))=Z, the obstruction to a cross-section of
*-I(i!) is ±uEH2k(S2k). Thus according to Kervaire [10], <p*(ck)= ± (jfe-1) !«

= ± (*-1) !</>'*(X2*(D).
Since c¿*(¿*)-*'•&-,(&),
= 0, and since <p'* is an isomorphism

pik-ifr) = ± (kCorollary

*'*(&-i(&)T

in dimension

(*-1) !X2*(£))

2k,

1)!X2*(Ü).

7.2. Let £ = (£, £, 73, {/(»), ¿7(«)) be a principal bundle which

admits a cross-section f: 732*-1—>Eforn^k.

Then

Ck(&- ± (h - \)\>P(S).
Proof. Consider the commutative

diagram

£s*-2-►

r

7i2t-í

pih-i

p2k-i
<t>t

B -►

Bum

where fa is the classifying map for £. Then

ft({) = **(**)= /'V"2* /»_,(&) -/*(±(*

- 1)IX»<0)= ± (* -l) !<?*(/)•

Corollary
7.3. 7/ M2" is an almost complex manifold such that the cohomology torsion coefficients in dimension 2k are relatively prime to (k —1)\,

k= 1, 2, • • • , «, then M2n is parallelizable if and only if all the Chern classes of
its tangent bundle vanish.

This result agrees with that of Peterson

[15].

Lemma 7.4. The class t*(E7(*))Gfli,(GI; iri(U(n)))=Hl(Gi)

is zero.

Proof. Since rt(U(n)) = 0, G2= Gi which is a K(Z, 1), so H*(G2)= 0.
We remark that by Corollary 6.3, this lemma implies that the secondary
obstruction of a principal L7(«)-bundle is a single cohomology class. This
lemma also implies that G3 has the same homotopy type as K(Z, 1) XK(Z, 3)
(but not necessarily the group structure of a product).

Lemma 7.5. (i) k&(U(2))=Sq2d3EH*(Gs; x4(t/(2)))=77»(G3; Z2), where d3
is a generator of H3(G3)=Z,
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ra>2.

Proof of (i). Consider the diagram

0 -* #4(G3; Z2) ^ H\G,;Zt)

-+ H*(G3,G^Z,) L #&(G,; Z2)^

H*(U(2);Zi)

ff6(G4; Z2).

H>(U(2);Zi) = 0.

H*(G3; Z2) is generated by the product of the 1-dimensional and the 3dimensional generators, as is H*(U(n) ; Z2), hence 773*
is an isomorphism onto in
dimension 4. Since n* is an isomorphism onto in dimension 4, it follows that
7a*: i/4(G3; Z2)—*Hi(Gi; Zs) is an isomorphism onto, and 7* is the zero homomorphism. ^(Gz; Zt) is generated by 5g203, so /* is an isomorphism onto,

and k*(U(2))=Sq263.
The proof of (ii) is analogous, except that since vt(U(n)) =0, when ra>2,
we have G3= Gi, so we use the cohomology sequence of the pair (G4, G5)
with integral coefficients.
We now compute the first three obstructions to a cross-section of a principal bundle £ = (£, p, B, U(n), U(n)). It is clear that the primary obstruction
to a cross-section, c2(f)QH2(B), is the Chern class Ci(£). If ra= l, this is the
only obstruction, because U(l) = Sl. Assume ra>l. Then if Ci(£)=0, there
is a cross-section/: B3—>£, and by Corollary 7.2, c*(f) = c2(£)QH*(B).

Now let UiQHl(U(n)) and u3QH*(U(n)) be generators such that if
773*:
H'(G3)-+Hi(U(n)) is the homomorphism induced by rj3: U(n)—*G3,then
»?3*(0i)= Mi and 773*(03)=m3.Suppose Ci(£) = c2(£) =0 so that there is a crosssection /o: B4-»£ (/o: B6-*E if ra>2). Then if/x: 54->£(/i: Bl-*E) is a crosssection and /o', f{ : B—*E3(f¿, f( : .B—>£4) are extensions of A3/0 and A3/1
(A4/0and A4/1),we have the following formulae:

(i) if ra-2,
¿6(/i) - ¿6(/o) = h*,,,(k'(U(n)))

= h\f,(Sq2d3) = Sq2h\,,(e3)

= Sq2h*iofl-n*3(e3)
= So2A/o/,(«,) = Sq^doji),

(ii) if ra>2,
^(/i)

— ¿6(/o) = Sqz(y3(fo,fi)

where y3(fo,fi)=hfofl(u3).
proposition.

(by a similar computation),

To complete our calculations,

we need the following

Proposition 7.6. Let £ = (£, P, B, U(n), U(n)) be a principal bundle
which admits a cross-section /0: B4—>£. Then if dQW(B) and yQH3(B), there
is a cross-section fi: B*-^E such that <?(/0,/1) =d and y3(fo,fi) =7.
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Proof. Let/o' : 73—+£3be an extension of fafo- Since G3 has the homotopy
type of K(Z, 1)XK(Z, 3), the homotopy classes of maps h: 73—>G3
are in oneto-one correspondence with the (cartesian product) H1(B)XH3(B),
the correspondence being {h}<-+(h*6i, A*03) where {ä} is the homotopy class of h.

Choose a map A:73—>G3
such that h*6i = d and A*03=7, and let f{ : 73—>£3
be the cross-section f{ (x) =h(x) -fa (x).f{ defines a cross-section/i:

734—»£,so

A/(/l:73-»{/(«) is defined and fi(x)=faji(x)-fo(x). Now fafi(x) = risfa^x)
■hifo(x)=fa'M(x)-f¿(x),
= h\B\

Thus

so h/M = mh/afl. Since A3/i=fi |-B4,nzfa^h/^B4

7 = A*(o3)=A;o/it?3*(c73)=â;o/i(M3)=73(/o, /i),

and

d = A*(fl1)

= A*/l(Ml) = d1(/o,/i).

We summarize

Theorem

our calculations

in the following theorem.

7.7. Let ¿ = (£, p, 73, ¿7(»), U(n)) be a principal bundle. Then

(i) the primary obstruction is Ci(£),
(ii) if Ci(£) =0, the secondary obstruction is c2(£),
(iii) if Ci(£) = Ci(£) = 0 andf: B'-+E is a cross-section, there is a cross-section

f : Bb—*Eif and only if c*(f) = Sq2yfor some yELP(B) when « = 2, and there
is a cross-section f : 73s—>£if and only if c9(f) =Sq3y for some yEHz(B)

when

«>2.
This last result agrees with Peterson [15 ], where he proves that if « = 3
and Ci(£)=Ci(Í¡) =c3(£) =0, then the third obstruction is

Sqli(Zi)EH\B)/Sqm\B),
where Sq\

is the functional

cohomology

operation

induced

by the classi-

fying map fa: 73—>73i7(„)
and Sqz.
8. Principal bundles with fibre SO(n). Bott [5] and Kervaire [ll] have
calculated x,(50(«))
for small values of i (i —n+4, «2=8). For our purposes

we will need xi(50(»)) =Z2, x4(SO(5)) =Z2, and x4<;_i(50(m))=Z,iin
We will use the following

notation

for certain

cohomology

= ik + l.
classes of

BsO(n).

(i) WiEHi(BSot.n)\ Z2), i = 2, 3, • • • , n, is the 7th universal
Whitney class,
(ii) PiEHu(Bsow)>

*"li

2, • ' • , [n/2],

is the ith universal

Stiefel-

Pontrjagin

class,
(iii) lFnG77"(73so(»)), « even, is the universal Euler-Poincaré
class.
The classes Pi and Wn are of infinite order. For further information on the

cohomology ring of 73SO(n)(and 73t7(„))see Borel [2]. If

{ - (£, p, 73,SO(n), SO(n))
is a principal

bundle

and fa:B^>BSo{n) is a classifying

map, then Tf,(£)

=fa*(w,), pi(Ç)=<t>?(h), and Wn(Ç)=fa*(Wn), are the Stiefel-Whitney,
Pontrjagin, and Euler-Poincaré classes of £ respectively.
We propose to calculate the relationship between certain of these classes
and the obstructions
to cross-sections of the bundle £. For this purpose we
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will assume that the universal bundle £ = (£so(n), p, Bsow, SO(n), SO(n)) is
given a decomposition
(I, N, {|m}, {(|m, 1, 7„)}) of length A7^4[ra/2], and
that

£m= (Em, pm, Bso(.n), Gm, Gm).

Theorem
ra^4A+l,

8.1. Let \ik(l)QHik(È^2;

irik-i(SO(n)))=Hik(Èik-t),

for

be as previously defined. Then

_• ,. .

/±2(2* - 1) ¡X4*©
l± (2A - 1) !X4*(£)

if Ais odd,
if k is even.

The proof is similar to that of 7.1 and is omitted.

Corollary

8.2. //£ = (£, p, B, SO(n), SO(n)) is a principal bundle which

admits a cross-section f: Bik~1—*Efor ra>4A, ¿Aera
fik(i)

=

/ ± 2(2* - 1)!c4*(/)
I ± (2* - 1) \cik(f)

Ï

if Ais odd,
if * is even.

The proof is similar to 7.2.

Corollary

8.3. If £ = (£, p, B, SO(n), SO(n)) is a principal bundle such

that HSk+2(B; Z2) =Hik+1(B; Z2) =0, the torsion coefficients of Hgk(B) are relatively prime to (4A—1)!, and the torsion coefficients of HSk+i(B) are relatively
prime to 2(4A + 1)!, for rajä4A+l, then £ admits a cross-section f: 5"_1—>£ if

and only if pi(£)=p2(£)= • • • -fco-u«(f)

=0.

We have not, been able to obtain any relationship between any of the
other characteristic classes and higher obstructions at this time.
Before we proceed further, we give the low dimensional integral cohomol-

ogy of SO(n) and BSow, « = 5. For SO(n) we have Hl(SO(n)) = 0, H2(SO(n))
= Z2, H3(SO(n)) =Z, H\SO(n))=Zf,
and for Bsow, H*(BS0M) =H2(BS0M)
= 0, H3(Bsow)=Zt,
and H*(BS0(n))=Z. The generator of J?3(Bso(n)) is the
integral Stiefel-Whitney
class W3, and that of if4(BS0(n))is the Pontrjagin
class pi.

Lemma 8.4. //£ = (£, p, B, SO(n), SO(n)) is a principal bundle, ra^5, if
<j>(:B-^B sow is a classifying map, and if w2(£) = <p?(w2)=0, then the generator
u3QH3(SO(n))
is transgressive in £, and if t is the transgression, pi(£)
= ±2t(m3).

Proof. Consider the following portions of the spectral sequences of £ and
£ and the mapping <f>£between them

H3(SO(n)) = éÏ'-Ié*,'*

~I

= H2(BSOM;H2(SO(n))) ^* H2(BSoM; Z2)

ii>i

i<t>(

H3(SO(n)) = eT 4 £2'2 = H2(B; H2(SO(n))) —-^-> H2(B; Z2),
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where a: H2(SO(n))—>Z2 is a fixed coefficient isomorphism. Since fa*(Wi)
and Wi generates H2(BSom\ Z2), ¿2: £z'8—>E\2 is zero. Since

El'1 = h\B; n\S0(n)))
this means that u3EHz(S0(n))
is
Borel and Hirzebruch [4], in the
transgresses to ±fiEHi(Bsom)•
mutes with the transgression, we

0,

transgressive in the bundle £. According to
universal bundle \, 2u3 is transgressive and
From this fact and the fact that fa* comobtain £i(£) = ±2t(tí3).

Lemma 8.5. 7/«2:5, k*(SO(n))= 0.
Proof. See Dold and Whitney [7].
By Corollary 6.3, this implies that the secondary obstruction of a principal 50(«)-bundle,
«2:5, is a single cohomology class. This lemma also im-

plies that G3 has the homotopy type of K(Zi, 1) XK(Z, 3).

Theorem 8.6. //£=(£,
p, 73, SO(n), SO(n)) is a principal bundle, «2:5,
d«¿ if the Stiefel-Whitney class Wi(l-)EH2(B; Z2) is zero, then the generator
UzEHz(SO(n)) is transgressive, and t(u3) is the secondary obstruction to a crosssection, where t is the transgression in £.

Proof. Since w2(i;)=0, £2= (£2, pi, B, G2, G2) admits a cross-section
/: 73—»£¡. Since r/3*:H3(G3)-^H3(SO(n))
is an isomorphism onto, and since
transgression commutes with bundle maps, it will be sufficient to prove the
theorem in the bundle £3= (£3, p3, B, G3, G3), regarding u3 as a generator of

HZ(G%).Recall that G2is a 7£(Z2, 1) and G3has the homotopy type of K(Zi, 1)
XK(Z, 3). Thus 7i3(G2) =0 and 73*: 774(G2)->774(G3)is an isomorphism onto,
which implies that

0*: 7ïs(G3)—>7ï4(G2, G3) is an isomorphism

sider the commutative

H>(Ei, £,)

onto. Now con-

diagram

HKGi)

H*(Ei, G2)

#4(G2,G3)

H\E2, £,)

H\G2, G3) = 0

H*(Ei)

H>(E3,G>)
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where all sequences through the center term are exact. The homomorphism
A* is an isomorphism
into, because if uQHi(E2,
G2) and A*(ra)=0, then
ß'a(u)=0,
so a(u)=a'(v).
But ï*(v) =ßa'(v) —ßa(u) =0, and since f* is an
isomorphism, v = 0. Thus 0=a'(v)=a(u),
and since H3(G2, G3)=0, a is an
isomorphism into, and u = 0. This provides an injective direct sum repre-

sentation

H4(£2, G3)^H*(E2, E3)+H*(Ei,

G2), and it is easily verified that

b*(u3)Q Image **. This means that the "hexagonal
Steenrod [8, p. 38] applies, and hence
j'*k*'%*(u3)

= -j*i*-W(u3)

lemma" of Eilenberg

= X4(£),

since we may assume that b*(u3) = —04(G2, G3), the fundamental
(G2, G3).
Now consider the commutative diagram

H3(G3)->

Si"

**

H*(E3, G3) <-J?4(£2)

and

/'*

G2)->

class of

H*(E2)

H\B,bo)->H*(B).
By definition,
r(u3) = x*priôi*(u3,)
so
Pt*r(u3)

= p2*x*p3*-15i*(«3) = /***-V(«3)

= X4(£),

and

t(«.) =f*pi*r(uz) =/*(X4(£)) = c'(f)In the following lemma, 03 denotes the 3-dimensional
H3(G,)=Z
for i = 3, 4, 6, and 0i denotes the 1-dimensional

generator
generator

of
of

Hl(Gù Z2) for i = 3, 4, 6. The sevenfold cup-product of 0i with itself will be
denoted by Q\. In part (iv), the coefficients are in the group x7(50(8)) =Z+Z,
and the primes are used to distinguish the elements of the two summands of
H*(Go; Z+Z) determined by a decomposition of the coefficient group.

Lemma 8.7. (i) k6(SO(5)) = Sq203QH*(G3;t«(SO(5)))=JZ»(G»; Z2),
(ii) A6(SO(6)) =5g303Eiî6(G4; x6(50(6))) =íz"6(G4; Z),

(iii) A8(50(7)) =A3ôl03+A20ÏEtf8(G,; x7(50(7))) =H\Go\ Z),
(iv) A8(50(8)) =A30>¡03+A3(P303+A20Í+A20Í7EÍT8(G6;
x7(50(8))) =H*(Gt;

Z+Z),
(v) A8(50(ra))=A3(?ld3QH*(Gt;x7(50(ra))) =H8(G6; Z), ra^9,
where A„ is the Bockstein operator associated with the coefficient sequence

0—*Z—»Z—>Z„—>0,
and <5>\
is the Steenrod reduced cube.
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The proof is similar to the proof of 7.5, but is much more complicated.

We omit the proof.

Proposition

8.8. Let £=(£,

p, B, SO(n), SO(n)) be a principal bundle

which admits a cross-section /0 : ¿Î4—>£, where ra^5.

and yQIP(B;

Then if dQHl(B;

Zt)

Z), there is a cross-section /i : B4—>Esuch that d(f0, fi) —d and

73(/o, /i) =7, where y3(fo, /i) =h*ofl(u3) and u3 is a generator of H3(SO(n)).
The proof is similar to the proof of 7.6.

Theorem

8.9. Let £ = (£, p, B, SO(n), SO(n)) be a principal bundle, where

ra^5. Then the following are true.
(i) The primary obstruction to a cross-section is Wt(^)QH2(B; Zt).
(ii) // w2(£) = 0, the secondary obstruction to a cross-section is the transgression of a generator u3QH3(SO(n)), and if OiQHi(B; Z) denotes the obstruction,

then pi(£) = ± 20*.
(iii) Letf: Bi-^>E be a cross-section o/£, i.e., the first two obstructions vanish.

Then
if the fibre is 50(5), £ admits a cross-section over the 5-skeleton if and only

if c*(f) = Sq2yfor some yQH3(B; Z),
if the fibre is 50(6), £ admits a cross-section over the 6-skeleton if and only if

G*(f)=Sq3yfor some yQH3(B; Z),
if the fibre is 50(7),

£ admits a cross-section over the 8-skeleton if and only if

c*(f)=A3<?ly+Aid7for some yQH3(B; Z) and dQHl(B; Zt),
if the fibre is 50(8), £ admits a cross-section over the 8-skeleton if and only if
c-8(/) =A3(Pj7+A3(P37'+A2ci7+A2d'7/or somey, y'QH3(B) andd, d'QHl(B;Z2),
if the fibre is S0(n), ra^9, £ admits a cross-section over the 8-skeleton if and

only if c*(f) =A3(?lyfor some yQH3(B; Z).
Part (iii) is an application of 6.6 and Lemma 8.8.
9. Principal bundles with fibre Sp(n). Bott [5] has proved

that

for

¿á4ra + l, Vi(Sp(n))=Z if ¿ = 3 (mod 4), x,(5p(ra)) =Z2 if i = 4, 5 (mod 8),
and x,(5p(ra))=0

if i = 0, 1, 2, 6 (mod 8). In particular,

x,(5p(ra))=0

for

i<3,

x3(5p(w))=Z,
and x4(5p(ra)) =Z2.
We will use ëiQHH(BsP(n->; Z) to denote the symplectic Pontrjagin class
[3] of the universal 5p(ra)-bundle \, and if £ = (£, p, B, Sp(n), Sp(n)) is a
bundle with classifying map <fo: B-^BSp(.n), e¿(£) =t/>*(e.) will denote the
symplectic Pontrjagin class of £. We will assume that we have a decomposition (I, N, {£m|, {(gm, 1, 7m)}) of the universal bundle £ which is of length

N^An.
Theorem

9.1. Let >\ik(l)QHik(Èik-2; vik-i(Sp(n)))=Hik(Ëik-î;

k g ra, be as previously defined. Then

.*

_

î>ik—i(êk)

=

(±(2k- 1) !X4*(I)
1±2(2A - 1)!X4*(£)

S

if k is odd,
if * is even.

Z) for
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The proof is similar to the proof of 7.1.

Corollary

9.2. //£=(£,

p, 73, Sp(n), Sp(n)) is a principal bundle which

admits a cross-section f: 734*-1—►£,
where k^n,

(±(2k-

then

1) !c4*(/)

\ ± 2(2* - 1) !c4*(/)

if k is odd,
if k is even.

The proof is similar to the proof of 7.2.

Corollary
9.3. If Min is an almost quaternionic (4«)-manifold such that
H{(Min; Z2) =0 for i = 5, 6 (mod 8) dwd such that the cohomology torsion coefficients in dimension Si are relatively prime to 2(4i —1) ! and in dimension 8î+4
are relatively prime to (4i+l)!,
then Mtn is parallelizable if and only if
¿i(£) =«2(£) = • • • = «n(£) =0, where e,(£) is the Pontrjagin class of the tangent

bundle £ of Min.
Lemma 9.4. The invariant k*(Sp(n)) = Sq203EH*(G3; Z2), where 63 is the
fundamental class of G3= K(Z, 3).
The proof is very easy.

Theorem

9.5. //£ = (£, p, 73, Sp(n), Sp(n)) is a principal bundle, then

(i) the primary obstruction to a cross-section is ei(£),
(ii) if ei(£) =0 and f: B*—>E is a cross-section, then there is a cross-section

/': 736—>£if and only if there is an element dEH3(B; Z) such that c6(/) = Sq2d.
Proof. Part (i) follows from 9.2, and (ii) follows from Corollary
we take account of 9.4.

6.6 when
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